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Sermon for July 1, 2018 
In Search of Healing 
Mark 5:21-43 
The Reverend Roger Pancost 
 

The Reverend Janice Hunt shares a memory that every pastor can relate to.             
She writes, “It was the Thursday before Father’s day when I stood in a hospital               
waiting room with a family. We were waiting to hear from their daughter’s             
surgeon. The child is 13 years old. The surgeon arrived and delivered the much             
welcome news that he believed the cancer was contained. There appeared to be no              
other involvement. After he left, the import of this good news began to sink in.               
With a sigh, the child’s dad said aloud, “Now, that’s the best Father’s Day present I              
could get.” 

Reverend Hunt goes on to say, “I told that story in worship the following              
Sunday.  I spoke of how just as this earthly dad demonstrated the best of what it is                 
to be a dad in how he loved his daughter, he was also, in that moment, pointing to                
who God is for all the children God so loves.   

Only as I told that story to the beaming faces of a people grateful for such                
good news, out of the corner of my eye, I caught sight of one among us struggling                
to keep her composure, but weeping all the same. Even before I was done              
speaking, I remembered that her daughter --- a grown woman to be sure, but by all                
measures still young --- had died of cancer the September before. Tears simply             
streamed down this grieving mother's face as she received this story.  I know she              
was wanting to rejoice with those who found themselves so blessed, but her own              
still raw struggle and pain overwhelmed her anyway.” (The Reverend Dr. Janic Hunt             
dancingwiththeword.com)  

Like Reverend Hunt, most pastors have struggled, at one time or another,            
with how to share good news with a congregation, knowing that there are other              
people who are feeling great pain. This is especially difficult when sharing the             
news that someone has experienced physical healing, when there are those in the             
congregation whose loved-ones have not. Those situations reflect the larger          
question of why it is that some people experience healing, and others do not. 

 
If we look at this morning’s reading from Mark it appears that healing is a               

direct result of faith. The woman who has been hemorrhaging for years is told by               
Jesus that her faith has made her well. While I appreciate the tenacity of this               
woman, I have known many people, of great faith, who have not received the              
healing they sought.   
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In the second story of healing we read this morning the father of the child               
who is sick is told by Jesus, “Do not fear, only believe.” Again, the message seems                
to be that if you have enough faith, things will turn out the way you want them to.                  
The reality is that this is not always the case. I have known people who have                
believed deeply, only to have their hearts broken. 

 
I do not know why physical healing sometimes occurs and other times it             

does not. What I do know is that a form of healing comes about as a result of the                   
compassion of other people. Such healing may not be of the physical kind, but it is                
healing none-the-less. Pastor Mary Luti, in a recent Stillspeaking Daily Devotional,           
speaks about such healing. She writes, 

 
“The truth about human beings is that we’re broken. The larger truth is that               

we heal. The even larger truth is that we heal each other. We have the power, often                 
by the simplest of acts, to help each other. 

 
The gospels’ most vivid stories are about healing. We call them ‘miracles,’            

and they are, but not because the lame walk, the blind see, and the deaf hear. It’s                 
the way those things happen, so close, so human. Jesus lifts people to their feet,               
applies salve to their yes, touches their ears. 

 
The miracle isn’t the healing. The miracle is that one person decides not to              

stand aloof from another’s person’s pain. The wonder isn’t that people are healed,             
it’s that they’re loved like that. The greatest need we have is to be treated with                
care, treated like human beings, but because that’s so rare, when it happens it seem               
miraculous.”  (The Reverend Mary Luti, Stillspeaking Daily Devotional, June 27, 2018) 

 
Jesus demonstrates what Mary Luti is speaking of. Rather than being           

annoyed by those who are asking for his help, Jesus acknowledges their            
personhood and then reaches out in compassionate care. 
 

The girl’s father also demonstrates such care when he does everything he            
can to find help for his daughter. While it is not surprising that a father has deep                 
love for his daughter, it is amazing the lengths that Jairus goes to find healing for                
his daughter. This individual, who has great prestige in his community, is willing             
to beg a travelling preacher named Jesus for help. Jairus risks his own reputation in               
order that his daughter might be made well. 
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Mary Luti goes on to say that Jesus didn’t heal everyone but he showed a               
new kind of life in which people reach out to care for one another. She then refers                 
to the church as a circle of care. By this she means that the church is a group of                   
individuals who offer healing by reaching out to those in pain. 
 

I have witnessed the power of such care time and time again within the              
fellowship of the church. Compassion is expressed in a warm hug, the sharing of              
food, a note of encouragement, helping with a task, or making a supportive phone              
call. Care is demonstrated when someone shows up at the time of greatest need, or               
takes the time to really listen. Welcome is offered when a new person bravely              
enters this church for the first time.  

 
I have also witnessed such compassion when individuals in this church reach            

out to minister to the needs of people beyond this fellowship. This happens in food               
pantries and resale shops where people are treated with kindness and respect. It             
happens through the Pastor’s Emergency Fund where people not only receive           
financial assistance; but also recognition of their humanity. It happens every time            
that someone in this church reaches out in loving-concern to another. 
 

Do these acts of compassion lead to physical healing? Not necessarily. Do            
these acts of compassion lead to the healing of the soul, and help to restore people                
to community? Most definitely they do. 
 

Like Reverend Hunt, I will continue to find myself at times sharing good             
news in the midst of people who are hurting. I will do so remembering that this is                 
part of what it means to be in community. And that through our care of one                
another, we help to bring about healing. 
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